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ABSTRACT  

Reference is increasingly made to ‘digital collections’, yet this 

term encompasses accumulated digital objects of varying form, 

purpose and value. We review social science literature on mate-

rial collections and draw from in-depth interviews with 20 peo-

ple in the UK in order to offer a clearer understanding of what 

constitutes a digital collection and what does not. We develop a 

taxonomy that presents three distinct types of digital collection 

and demonstrate ways in which the affordances of digital envi-

ronments may facilitate or impede meaningful practices of ac-

quisition, curation and exhibition in each case. Through doing so, 

we present a framework for design in support of collecting prac-

tices and the development of more meaningful and valued digital 

collections. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although reference is increasingly made to people’s ‘collec-

tions’ of digital content [e.g. 26, 20], little attention has been paid 

to what is specifically meant by the term ‘collection’ in such in-

stances. The description ‘digital collection’ is often used in a very 

broad sense, to encompass large quantities of accumulated digi-

tal ‘stuff’ of varying form, purpose and value. However, within 

social science scholarship the term ‘collection’ holds a more spe-

cific meaning and is used to describe groups of acquired posses-

sions with distinct characteristics, including clearly identified 

boundaries, selectiveness and perceived unity. We identify a 

need to better understand what constitutes a digital collection 

(and what does not), and to recognize how practices of digital 

collecting compare to practices of material collecting. 

To address this need, we draw from multiple in-depth interviews 

with 20 people in the UK, which explored their use, management 

and experience of digital possessions, and later the notion of dig-

ital collections more specifically. In reflecting upon our research 

findings we are able to (1) distinguish between digital collections 

and other types of digital accumulations, (2) introduce a taxon-

omy of three distinct types of digital collection which involve 

different experiences, values and collecting practices and are ex-

perienced and valued differently, and (3) demonstrate ways in 

which the affordances of digital environments may facilitate or 

impede meaningful practices of acquisition, curation and exhibi-

tion. In doing so, this paper contributes to HCI by moving to-

wards a clearer vocabulary for discussing digital possessions, 

and by presenting a framework that can guide HCI design in fa-

cilitating particular types of digital collecting practices. 

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

Material Collections: A Review  

In order to frame our findings, we firstly review the understand-

ing of collections adopted within the social sciences. Prior to the 

1980s little academic research explored collecting. However, a 

wealth of literature on the topic has since emerged within, but not 

limited to, the disciplines of material culture studies, museum 

studies, consumer research, anthropology, sociology and social 

psychology. Whilst a comprehensive review of this, now fairly 

extensive, literature is beyond the scope of this paper, we identify 

key themes within prior discussions of material collections. 

Within this body of work, collections are considered to be a 

group of possessions with very particular characteristics, alt-

hough there is disagreement as to what these are. While much 

debate surrounds the exact definition of collection, one that is 

widely cited is that of Belk et al. [7, p.180], which is as follows:  

“The selective, active, and longitudinal acquisition, possession, 

and disposition of an interrelated set of differentiated objects 

(material things, ideas, beings, or experiences) that contribute to 

and derive extraordinary meaning from the entity (the collection) 

that this set is perceived to constitute.”  

Although it is noted that it is not only physical objects that can 

be collected, prior work has studied collecting almost exclusively 

in relation to physical objects. From the above definition it is 

clear that collecting doesn’t encompass all accumulations of ob-

jects and in particular great pains have been taken to distinguish 

collecting from the passive accumulation and unselective hoard-

ing of objects [6, 8]. Collections are distinct in that collectors are 

highly selective, employing boundaries that distinguish what is 

and isn’t appropriate for inclusion [4, 8, 9] and following the rule 

of ‘no two alike’, avoiding duplicate objects [11].  

The objects included in collections are highly varied, including 

naturally occurring objects such as insects or shells, manufac-

tured or ‘orchestrated’ collectables [21] such as Beanie Babies or 
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Pokémon cards, mundane everyday objects like beer cans and 

nutcrackers [4], and rare and valuable objects such as fine art and 

vintage cars [12]. Whilst objects included in collections are 

highly varied, they are typically non-necessities valued primarily 

for some reason other than their utility or economic value [4, 6, 

7]. Collections are recognized to become treasured possessions, 

highly interwoven with people’s sense of self, an important point 

of self-reflection, extension and expression [3, 4, 7, 8]. 

For many collectors the process of collecting is a pleasurable lei-

sure pursuit and takes precedence over the collectibles them-

selves. Collectors often describe the thrill of the hunt and the 

pleasure of discovering a new addition to their collection [2, 4, 

8]. Thus beyond ‘having’ a collection, ‘being’ a collector and 

‘doing’ collecting are also important. Although acquisition is the 

most frequently discussed collecting practice, curating collec-

tions by organizing, storing, caring for and maintaining them, 

and exhibiting collections by displaying them to oneself and to 

others are also important collecting practices [4, 6, 11, 12]. Thus 

beyond acquisition, collecting involves a complex range of prac-

tices which involve a level of controlling, ordering, classifying, 

managing and ultimately dominating the collection; indeed Akh-

tar [1, p.40] proposes that “the collector reigning over his empire 

of inanimate objects begins to feel like a demigod.” 

Although we are limited to only a brief review of collecting lit-

erature here, it becomes quickly evident that perhaps the afore-

mentioned difficulty in arriving at an agreed definition of the 

term lies in complexity and diversity not only in objects collected 

but also in collectors and collecting. Problems arise from at-

tempting to encompass a range of highly distinct phenomena un-

der the label ‘collections’ when motivations, practices and mean-

ings are recognized to differ significantly. 

For example, it has been acknowledged that collecting is not al-

ways intentional and does not always involve striving towards 

series completion [4, 7, 8]. Pearce [28, p.158] states that “collec-

tions can creep up on people unawares until the moment of real-

ization: it suddenly dawns on a woman that the old clothes at the 

back of the wardrobe constitute an important group of Mary 

Quant or Carnaby Street dresses, which then in her mind be-

comes a collection to which she may actively add.” However in 

many accounts, striving towards a perfect collection is key, with 

collectors aiming for completion or closure and even competing 

to have the ‘best’ collection [4, 11]. Perhaps the most commonly 

discussed motivation for collecting is mastery, success or com-

petence; here collecting is an opportunity to demonstrate our 

knowledge, skill and tenacity to ourselves and to others through 

the successful pursuit of difficult to obtain objects [4, 6, 7, 8].   

In other accounts however, collecting is not about pursuit and 

achievement but about discovering objects incidentally and un-

expectedly. For instance, Grasskamp [1983, cited in 4, p.63] pro-

poses that “The art of collecting demands the element of sur-

prise; the collector should not be allowed to know right from the 

outset what lies in store when he decides for instance to collect 

radios, even though it is clear that it is only radios he is going to 

collect.” Indeed Belk [4] discusses collecting as a vehicle of 

modern hedonism, a source of pleasure, desire and fantasy; it has 

also been described as a series of ‘treasure hunts’ [Lehrer, 1990, 

cited in 7]. Such accounts of collecting, defined by suspense, an-

ticipation, excitement and discovery, differ significantly from 

those in the previous paragraph whereby collections have clear 

boundaries and an explicit end-goal. 

Thus, the literature on collecting shows significant variation in 

collections, experiences and practices. Prior efforts to bring order 

to this variance are limited. Scholars have drawn distinctions be-

tween the types of objects that form collections. Pearce [29], for 

instance, draws on factors such as low grade material vs. quality 

material, unique vs. common, craft-made vs. mass produced. 

Others compare the types of collectors that build them. Danet 

and Katriel [11] contrast Type A and Type B collectors, the for-

mer having certain affective criteria for choosing items for a col-

lection with the aim of improving it; the latter using cognitive 

criteria to choose items with the aim of improving their 

knowledge rather than the collection’s beauty; similarly, Belk [4] 

distinguishes between taxonomic and aesthetic collectors. How-

ever, these efforts do not sufficiently account for the variance in 

accounts of collecting described above. We believe there may be 

value in building a deeper understanding of the key configura-

tions of collecting, which could simultaneously account for dis-

tinctions in the nature of the collection, practices of collecting 

and the experience of the collector, and aim to do so in this paper. 

Digital Collections: A Need for Research 

In addition to this objective, we intend to broaden the focus of 

research on collecting. Collecting has long been a practice built 

around material objects, but might we see collections, collecting 

and collectors in the digital realm too? As people accumulate 

large quantities of digital objects, questions are raised about the 

meaning and value that these goods hold, and evidence suggests 

they may become meaningful objects to which individuals feel 

strongly attached. Prior research has explored the opportunities 

and challenges for meaningful possession that digital goods im-

ply [13, 23, 24 25, 26, 34], but has not explicitly considered 

whether these items may be seen as collections. 

Indeed, where the term ‘digital collection’ is used in HCI re-

search [20, 26] it is not with reference to the scholarly under-

standing of collection summarized above. Prior HCI work has 

tended to consider how users may amass, archive and curate dig-

ital “stuff” for other purposes [e.g. 17, 19, 20], rather than for the 

sake of collecting as understood here. For instance, within work 

on archiving the emphasis is on effectively storing existing digi-

tal possessions for future use [17], as opposed to actively amass-

ing a selection of digital objects as an end in itself. 

This paucity of work on digital collections extends beyond HCI, 

and consequently Belk [5] identifies digital collections as an area 

about which little as known. Limited prior work indicates that 

collecting may be much transformed where digital content is 

concerned. Siddiqui and Turley [31] propose that the majority of 

accumulated digital content is not regarded as meaningful or self-

defining, whilst Belk [5] has speculated that collections may be-

come less selective in the digital realm since we are able to cre-

ate, acquire and keep large amounts of digital stuff, relying on 

searching and sorting to provide coherence and unity. Thus 



whilst digital collections have yet to receive substantial empirical 

exploration, there is some indication that digital collecting may 

take on new and distinct forms. However, we lack a substantial 

understanding of how these practices might unfold. Do people 

collect digital objects? What might a digital collection consist of? 

How might digital collections compare to material collections? 

These are the research questions we aimed to explore. 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Over a 2 year period (June 2012-July 2014) multiple in-depth 

interviews took place with 20 people in the UK in order to ex-

plore the ways in which they experienced, used and managed 

their digital possessions. This study adopted an emergent design, 

involving an iterative process of data collection, analysis and in-

terpretation that enabled a gradual narrowing of the study’s focus 

and aim, with emerging themes explored in increasing depth.  

Participants 

We conducted 41 interviews with 20 individuals (aged 17-80, 12 

women and 8 men). Our aim was not to produce a ‘representative 

sample’, but to select participants who would generate a breadth 

of experiences. Screening questions asked via email and tele-

phone calls enabled participants to be selected purposively. Par-

ticipants spanned generations and life-stages and had diverse 

backgrounds. Our emphasis, however, was also on heterogeneity 

within participants’ engagement with technology and in particu-

lar with digital objects. For instance participants included an ex-

IT worker who described herself as a ‘techie’, a computing stu-

dent specializing in hacking, an experienced beauty blogger and 

an avid MMORPG gamer, alongside participants who described 

themselves as having a fairly functional relationship with tech-

nology and worried they would have little to say on the matter. 

Sampling purposively in this way produced highly varied ac-

counts of digital possessions, but nevertheless significant themes 

began to emerge within participants’ stories.  

Data Collection, Analysis and Interpretation 

In unstructured, in-depth interviews, lasting between one and 

three hours, participants were asked to tell the first author about 

their digital possessions and where possible to show them (via 

laptops, mobile phones, tablet devices, gaming consoles, etc.). 

The aim was to cover areas key to participants’ relationships with 

their digital possessions, rather than imposing an a priori set of 

topics. Participants were prompted to elaborate, where neces-

sary, in order to produce rich, descriptive accounts. All inter-

views were transcribed in full, and subject to hermeneutic analy-

sis [32, 33], moving between ideographic analysis of individual 

interview transcripts and cross-case analysis in which common 

themes were identified across participants’ accounts.  

Up to three interviews were conducted with each participant over 

a two year period, in order to understand and document changes 

over time. An iterative process of data collection, analysis and 

interpretation meant that where prominent themes began to 

emerge the researcher was able to prompt participants to elabo-

rate on these subjects in greater depth in later interviews. For in-

stance, in follow up interviews participants were asked to discuss 

those digital possessions that they might consider a ‘collection’. 

Often participants would list content and ask whether the re-

searcher would consider this a collection – a question that was 

never answered directly and always met by the question ‘Do you 

consider it to be a collection?’ Thus interviews were guided by 

emic rather than etic definitions of collection; care was taken not 

to assess during the interview whether content discussed would 

fit scholarly definitions of collecting, but to discuss fully all con-

tent that participants described as such. Data collection con-

cluded once a point of theoretical saturation was reached. In total 

over 68 hours of interview data was collected, with an average 

of over 3 hours spent with each participant. 

A TAXONOMY OF DIGITAL COLLECTIONS 

During the interviews participants described a range of digital 

content as collections, including (but not limited to) objects in 

videogames, digital photographs, social media profiles, eBooks, 

digital music, and blogs. Participants’ colloquial use of the term 

‘collection’ often encompassed broader types of accumulated 

and gathered content than would conform to established theoret-

ical definitions. Using this theoretical lens we point to two kinds 

of practices that participants referred to as collections but which 

do not fit established understandings, before focusing in the rest 

of the paper upon those practices which adhere more closely to a 

strict definition from the existing literature. 

Firstly, in existing definitions, a collection consists of externally 

produced content that must be acquired, whether it is mass pro-

duced (e.g. trading cards), produced by another individual (let-

ters written by a celebrity) or naturally occurring (e.g. shells). 

Personally-created content does not fall under this rubric. There-

fore while it is common, for example, for people to refer to their 

‘photograph collections’ (both digital and material), individuals’ 

role in producing rather than acquiring these photographs distin-

guishes these digital accumulations from digital collections. 

Likewise, tweets, blog posts or Facebook pages might be classed 

as content that has been created or crafted, rather than collected. 

Using established definitions, then, user-generated content, 

which is considered in discussions of personal digital archives 

[17, 20] and online exhibitions [16], are not collections. 

Secondly, a collection is considered as an end in itself, whether 

this perception emerges during or following its assembly. A 

group of objects that is gathered simply to serve as a means to 

another end, and continues to be valued only for this purpose, 

would not be classed as a collection. A common example within 

participants’ accounts was Pinterest boards whereby, consistent 

with previous research [19], ‘pins’ were gathered as resources to 

aid in the achievement of tasks such as decorating a home or 

planning a wedding. Although such a board might come to be 

valued as a collection that is an end in itself, this was not found 

to be the case for our participants. Similarly, participants de-

scribed completing collecting tasks in videogames, gathering 

items out of necessity to progress within the game. In both cases, 

the objects in question are regarded as resources for some other 

purpose, rather than collected for their own sake.  

Having argued that some digital accumulations are more usefully 

understood as distinct from collections, we now consider digital 



collections present in participants’ accounts that are more con-

sistent with established theoretical definitions. Using the lens of 

collecting developed in prior work, we consider digital collec-

tions to consist of sets of acquired objects that are selective, have 

distinct boundaries, are valued for their unity, and may be ac-

tively added to. However, as with material collections, we found 

digital collections, collectors and collecting practices to be highly 

varied. We identify three key ‘types’ of digital collection (pur-

sued, evolving and emerging), outlined in Figure 1 and described 

in greater depth below. As previously noted, prior work has not 

brought coherence to the varied accounts of collecting in the lit-

erature. Here we highlight common configurations of collections 

(their boundaries, desired end-state and meaning), collectors 

(their experience), and collecting (practices of acquiring, and 

later curating and exhibiting collections), which presents a novel 

contribution in itself. 

Pursued collections draw the clearest parallels with existing lit-

erature on material collections. Both the boundaries and the de-

sired end-state of a pursued collection are clear, whether defined 

by the market or by individuals. Objects outside of these bound-

aries are likely to be rejected from inclusion in the collection, 

whilst objects within these boundaries are actively sought. The 

collector enjoys the thrill of the hunt, with each successful acqui-

sition producing feelings of achievement and mastery. Indeed, 

pursuing such collections provides a sense of purpose, and the 

collection itself becomes a symbol of the collector’s skill, 

knowledge and competence, particularly when objects are rare 

or difficult to obtain. Pride is taken in this collection, and there 

may be a desire to display it in a prominent way that recognizes 

its status. Whilst a great deal of literature on material collections 

falls into this category, pursued digital collections occurred least 

frequently in our data, and were most evident in videogames. 

An example of a pursued collection comes from Richard, a 22 

year old sales executive and regular Xbox gamer from Cardiff, 

who described his car collection in racing videogame Forza 3. 

“[I had] one from each manufacturer. And the highest level one 

from each manufacturer I could get. So literally I had a whole 

garage that could beat anything. So if my mate came on and said 

‘let's race with Ferraris’ for example, my Ferrari would be up-

graded to such a level where there's no Ferrari he could have 

picked that would’ve beaten me.”  

Although some players might strive to collect every car in the 

game, or perhaps every car by a particular manufacturer, Richard 

aimed to own one ‘top’ car from each manufacturer that was 

fully upgraded. Thus his collection had both clear boundaries and 

a defined end goal that was actively pursued. Richard strove to-

wards his ideal collection for almost a year, earning in-game cur-

rency by racing less expensive, less desirable cars in order to fi-

nally afford his perfect collection. Time was then spent upgrad-

ing the performance of each car by purchasing new and better 

car parts and tuning the engine for better performance. It became 

evident that Richard’s collection was highly selective; although 

there were a number of other cars in his Forza garage, only the 

‘top spec’ cars were considered part of his collection. Addition-

ally he adhered to the ‘no two alike’ rule [11]; where he received 

an in-game prize of a car that he already possessed he gifted this 

duplicate to a friend. Richard discussed his car collection with 

pride; it was difficult to build and represents his skill at racing 

within the game. However, as we shall see, the ease of acquiring 

many digital items meant such collections were uncommon.  

. 

Figure 1. Taxonomy of digital collecting configurations. 
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iTunes, which he estimates to be worth over a thousand pounds, 
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wards a pre-defined end state. Rather, Ben is continually discov-

ering new music to add to his collection.  

“I'll make lists of stuff I hear on the radio, then go and download 

that […] If I hear something through Spotify I like, I'll tend to 
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email the name of the track and the author to myself and then go 

and buy that at home. […] [I tend to delete] things that I listened 

to again and didn't think they were that great the second time 

around, or maybe I just lost interest in that particular type of mu-

sic. And in some instances, there was a particular genre of music 

I didn't listen to as much, and I got myself an external hard drive 

and then took all of that particular type of music off iTunes and 

then put it on that hard drive”  

Discovering new music is key to Ben’s account, and whilst he 

could continue to listen to these tracks via Spotify he feels it is 

important to add these songs to his collection. Whilst his collec-

tion is extensive it is carefully curated, with meaningful catego-

ries imposed and less favoured items either deleted or removed 

and stored separately. Ben explains that his digital music collec-

tion prompts reminiscence as songs and playlists remind him of 

past DJ slots and music events. Thus we see that Ben’s evolving 

digital music collection is similarly highly valued, yet differs sig-

nificantly from Richard’s pursued car collection in Forza in 

meaning, practice and experience. 

The third category, emerging collections, is distinct from pur-

sued and evolving collections in that this kind of collection ini-

tially emerges as a by-product of some other activity. The major-

ity of collections seem to begin as emerging collections; as noted 

by Belk [4] and Pearce [28], objects may only later be recognized 

as a collection to which items are then more actively added (at 

which point the collection becomes an evolving or pursued col-

lection). Emerging collections are perhaps the most overlooked 

category of collection in material collection literature, although 

exceptions do exist. Shankar [30] illustrates that even when not 

actively ‘collected’, accumulated record collections become im-

portant and symbolic archeological representations of music 

consumption over time. Another example might be a traveler 

who comes to see the stamps on their passport as a meaningful 

collection representing countries visited, but does not actively 

travel abroad with the primary aim of adding new stamps to this 

collection. Emerging collections were most prominent in our 

participants’ accounts of their digital collections. 

An example comes from Alice, a 30 year old PR consultant and 

mummy blogger who studied English Literature at university 

and remains an avid reader. Indeed, one of the bedrooms in her 

home has been converted into a library. Having recently received 

a Kindle e-reader as a gift, Alice is a convert; while she still loves 

owning and displaying physical books she can’t deny the con-

venience offered by eBooks. Alice considers both her eBooks 

and material books as collections (although her material books 

are more highly prized), yet she does not purchase eBooks with 

the primary intention of adding them to her collection. Rather she 

downloads eBooks to read, and later reflects on them as an accu-

mulated collection that summarizes her e-reading history. How-

ever we shall see that Alice perceives this collection as less sig-

nificant than her material books since exhibition is problematic. 

Summary of Framework 

To summarise our argument so far, our participants’ meaningful 

digital collections can be organised into three key ‘types’. These 

are exemplified by the three examples provided, however a range 

of other digital objects were also discussed as collections. The 

taxonomy presented in Figure 1 presents a useful framework in 

acknowledging that distinct types of collections exist, which are 

associated with highly varied meanings, experiences and prac-

tices. The same type of object may fall into different categories, 

depending upon how it is used and interpreted; indeed, collec-

tions may transition between the categories presented here, as 

meanings and practices change. Emerging collections may be-

come evolving collections as individuals come to actively ac-

quire new additions, and evolving collections may become pur-

sued collections, as more explicit boundaries are established and 

a clearer end goal envisaged. It is worth noting that these catego-

ries apply not only to digital collections; much of the literature 

on material collections falls into one of the above collection 

types. Thus, our taxonomy presents a framework for imposing 

order on prior literature. We shall see in the following section, 

however, that a number of issues arise which make the types of 

highly meaningful, sacrilised collections described by Belk [4], 

Pearce [28] and others difficult to achieve in the digital realm. 

DIGITAL COLLECTING PRACTICES 

In our analysis it became quickly evident that many of the prac-

tices that have been documented as making material collections 

so precious can be difficult or problematic in digital collecting. 

Here we review some of the most prominent distinctions that 

emerged in practices of acquiring, curating and exhibiting digital 

collections, drawing from the three examples provided above 

(collections of digital music, digital cars and eBooks). 

Acquisition 

The pleasure of adding to material collections is such that people 

may delay their completion by extending boundaries, or begin 

new collections [4]. Acquisition is typically discussed as active 

and goal-driven, with much pleasure found in the thrill of the 

hunt, or as driven by anticipation and the thrill of discovery. To 

what extent might acquiring digital goods afford the same thrills? 

Thrill of the Hunt 

Existing work on material collecting describes the experience of 

the ‘thrill of the hunt’. Where collections are pursued, complex 

practices of acquisition present a challenge that is relished, since 

it provides an opportunity to demonstrate skill and knowledge, 

and to experience a rewarding sense of achievement. Belk [4, 

p.89] proposes that “rarity is prized because it is not enough to 

succeed if everyone else succeeds as well”. Collecting must be 

moderately difficult in order to be satisfying and generate pride. 

However, in digital collecting, the hunt for new additions rarely 

presents an adequate challenge. A key advantage of many digital 

goods is their ease of acquisition; these items are infinitely repro-

ducible and never ‘beyond reach’ or out of stock (unless artificial 

scarcity is employed). An exception within participants’ ac-

counts was collections within videogames, echoing the findings 

of Molesworth and Watkins [23] that a sense of achievement is 

gained through accumulating and crafting digital possessions 

within videogames. This is evident in Richard’s pride when de-

scribing his unbeatable car collection within Forza, a collection 

he had built up through hard work and skill. During his interview 

he discussed desired cars he was working towards, alongside the 



satisfaction felt with each new acquisition. Richard’s account il-

lustrates that the thrill of the hunt can be experienced in the digital 

realm if acquisition presents a significant challenge. 

Notably, within our dataset this experience was limited to video-

games. Objects that were easily acquired did not provide a sense 

of achievement and did not represent skill, knowledge or status. 

For instance, a large record collection would likely involve sig-

nificant commitment to searching for and acquiring rare records 

but, in contrast, participants noted that finding and downloading 

a song is not difficult and nothing to be proud of. Ben’s CD and 

record collections were until recently given pride of place in his 

home, and he enjoyed their visibility. He is proud of his collec-

tion of CDs and records, which took significant effort to achieve, 

something that is not the case with his digital music collection: 

“I was quite proud that that was up there actually in my living 

room so other people could see it […] I think with records they're 

so much harder to get, well they are nowadays anyway, there's 

certain records that are super hard to get hold of now […] [peo-

ple] may see this record and go ‘wow you've got that on vinyl.’ 

Whereas, you know, they may well have that on iTunes [laughs] 

they're not that bothered about their iTunes version of it, they 

would really like a seven inch record of this particular piece of 

music […] It's to do with the effort of finding it. It's a super rare 

piece of music, extremely hard to find, you know, you'd have had 

to dig through a whole pile of crates in a record shop to get it.” 

The effort involved in building Ben’s physical music collection 

grants it an elevated status that has warranted practices of dis-

play. He explains that this collection would be difficult to replace 

since it contains rare and valuable items that would be difficult 

to find again. In contrast, his collection of music within iTunes is 

more replaceable – although he would be upset to lose it, it would 

be fairly straightforward to repurchase these mp3s. Practices of 

acquisition may shape the meaning of digital collections; so eas-

ily acquired are Ben’s mp3s that they do not demonstrate skill 

and consequently do not warrant display or evoke pride. 

Thrill of the Find 

In contrast to the thrill of the hunt, evolving collections are char-

acterised by the thrill of the find. Here additions are not actively 

sought, but are discovered and added to the collection. Hence the 

chance of discovery is key; McCracken [22, p.93] notes that 

when their acquisition is uncertain “collectibles make it possible 

once again to dream”, whilst Belk [4] found that travelling to 

new places offered collectors the additional excitement of poten-

tially discovering new objects. Might practices of digital collect-

ing offer the same sense of excitement and anticipation emerging 

from the chance of discovery? 

Becky, a 17 year old student from South Wales, has recently be-

gun collecting old vinyl records. Becky’s description of search-

ing for records illustrates the anticipation of finding new records 

and taking them home to add to her collection – each visit to a 

car boot sale or charity shop is filled with potential for discovery.  

“It's kind of exciting because I love seeing a box of loads of rec-

ords and just choosing which ones I want. Like, I love just look-

ing through them all, and the smell of them as well. Yeah, it's just 

quite an enjoyable experience, I could sit and just look through 

vinyls, not even wanting to buy any […] I'm always excited to go 

home and play it and just to listen to it, especially when it's some-

one I haven't heard of or I've never heard their music before” 

Evident in Becky’s account of record collecting was a desire to 

acquire more, however there was also a desire to acquire new 

additions in a particular way. Whilst she recognizes that she 

could have more easily acquired records via platforms such as 

eBay she prefers the enjoyable experience of visiting places 

where she might unexpectedly stumble across an exciting new 

addition to her collection. Thus the practice of collecting emerges 

as perhaps more important than the collection itself, producing 

feelings of excitement and anticipation. In contrast, in her ac-

count of searching for digital music it appears that acquisition is 

simply a functional, rather than enjoyable, practice.  

“It's not as exciting as buying a record, 'cause a lot of the time 

I'll have heard of the person. I never really, like, some way or 

another I've heard of that person that I'll be downloading new 

music from, whereas a lot of the vinyls, 'cause they're so old I 

haven't heard of a lot of the artists […] you can download it 

straight away, whereas you buy a vinyl you have to wait until you 

get home to play it, it's not, you can't just instantly hear it, so it's 

a bit more of an experience” 

Becky feels there is less opportunity for serendipitous discovery 

during her current practices of acquiring digital music, whilst the 

opportunity for instant gratification produces less sense of the 

pleasurable anticipation that makes record collecting so appeal-

ing. However, Ben points out that in purchasing music from 

iTunes there is the potential to discover new and exciting music: 

“There's a really good feature on iTunes actually, so that if you 

put a search in for a piece of music, and you start to play it, 

there's a list that appears at the bottom of album covers, and that 

shows you what other people have bought […] So that helps to 

expose you to new music […] I've bought absolutely piles of mu-

sic through that feature, just because it's exposed me to stuff” 

Similarly, Alice describes herself as addicted to the Kindle Store 

which she browses for new eBooks, waiting for best prices and 

discovering new content. Whilst digital collections may lack the 

element of chance evident in Becky’s account of record collect-

ing, due to lack of scarcity, browsing for digital music and 

eBooks can remain an enjoyable experience with the anticipation 

of either a bargain or the discovery of new, exciting items. 

Curation 

Beyond acquisitional aspects of collecting, what curatorial prac-

tices might people engage in in terms of caring for, managing 

and ordering digital collections in meaningful ways? Typically 

items in material collections are placed out of use, indeed they 

are valued “not because of any inherent use value but precisely 

for their non-use value” [4, p.62]. The suggestion that the stamps 

in their collection should be used to post a letter would, to a stamp 

collector, seem absurd. However, even prized digital collections 

remained in use by our participants. Digital music collections 

were listened to, collections of eBooks were read and Richard’s 



treasured collection of cars competed in races. We might specu-

late that practices other than removal from use signify a collec-

tion’s meaning in the digital realm, such as storing objects to-

gether and separately from other items, and organizing them in 

personally meaningful ways. However, participants did struggle 

to bring order to digital collections in a way that recognized their 

elevated status and even their unity. We propose that where indi-

viduals are unable to perform such curatorial practices the mean-

ing of digital collections can be eroded. 

Organizing 

The ways in which possessions are stored and organized enables 

people to mark, maintain or transform their meaning. Collectors 

are acknowledged to engage in a series of rituals to mark their 

collections as sacred. For instance they may separate them from 

more mundane artefacts, display them prominently or provide 

them with special care and attention [4, 7,15]. However our par-

ticipants struggled to order their digital collections in meaningful 

ways. Whereas in previous work, acts of organizing material 

possessions are seen to produce and stabilize categories of mean-

ing [14], it became evident that participants rarely organized their 

digital collections since such practices were often performed in-

stead by software. Often there is limited choice as to how collec-

tions can be organized; for instance Richard explained that alt-

hough he can choose to sort his cars in Forza by manufacturer or 

racing class, he is unable to impose his own classifications. He 

would not, therefore, be able to separate his prized collection of 

high spec cars from the functional cars in his Forza ‘garage’.  

Eve, a 35 year old artist and postgraduate student, explained that 

she carefully orders her record collection thematically, grouping 

what she perceives to be similar music together and storing some 

of her least favored records separately. Through this act of sepa-

rating she recognizes and enforces distinctions in meaning, and 

explains that since her sizable collection of records “can be over-

whelming, the way you personally want to organise things is re-

ally important to kind of make sense of it.” Such practices be-

came difficult in managing her digital music collection, however. 

“the thing I don't like about iTunes, with this whole alphabetical 

organising thing, that means you can't hide stuff so easily. So say 

the album you want to hide begins, or the group begins, with A, 

they're there every time you open up your iTunes” 

Eve feels that iTunes doesn’t enable her to organize her digital 

music collection as she desires, and consequently she feels that 

she has less control over it than her record collection. This lack 

of control became particularly evident to her when she changed 

computers, meaning that her digital music collection moved to 

an updated version of iTunes where its prior order was changed.  

“You get a new version of the software and it's mixed it all up, 

you regret that kind of having to re-organise it all or put it all 

back to how you used it before, and if you can't use it the way you 

used it before that's really frustrating. […] with a digital collec-

tion of music, because of the way you upgrade it and it organises 

things, it organises things differently, I don't really feel it's mine 

in a way […]  when you open up your computer and your collec-

tion of music isn't organised the way it was when you last opened 

it, that kind of makes the feeling of ownership not quite as… you 

don't feel you own that […] I've got quite a substantial amount 

of music on my laptop, so I guess in a way I do have a collection, 

but it doesn't feel quite like it because I don't have this way of 

organising it in the way I'd like.”  

In contrast to feelings of control, mastery and dominance associ-

ated with material collecting [4, 7, 8], here we see that Eve is 

struggling to achieve any real sense of control over a collection 

that she is unable to impose any meaningful or lasting order over.  

Uniting 

Often collections of content were bound to particular contexts or 

devices and participants had difficulties moving content around. 

For instance, videogame content was left behind on old consoles 

and within previous versions of games, whilst some participants 

struggled to move music collections between devices. Gregson 

[15] describes collections as perhaps the most enduring of pos-

sessions, however here we see that digital collections may not 

persist outside of certain contexts. For instance, Richard explains 

that when he purchased Forza 4, the more recent iteration of the 

videogame, he had to leave behind his treasured collection of 

cars; he was unable to transfer his collection to the new version 

of the game. In Forza 3 Richard had accumulated a total of 100 

cars including a top car from each manufacturer, however in 

Forza 4 he has only 14. He talks about ‘losing’ these cars (even 

though they are still accessible in the old game) and explains that 

although he has tried to rebuild his collection in the newer ver-

sion of the game the cars never feel quite the same since he feels 

that they do not have the same history. Richard’s ‘loss’ made him 

less motivated to collect cars in the later iteration of the game; he 

plans to simply focus on the racing aspect of the game instead.  

Other participants described similar instances. Becky, for exam-

ple, explains that after receiving a new laptop for Christmas she 

is struggling to transfer her old content to her new device due to 

broken USB ports. She has uploaded some content to Facebook 

(photos) and sent others via email (e.g. CVs) with plans to re-

download them onto the new laptop, however the majority of 

content (including her digital music collection) is left behind on 

her old device. She explains that she doesn’t know how to trans-

fer this data, and therefore this collection is effectively ‘trapped’ 

on her old computer and iPod. Becky is unable to connect the 

iPod to her old laptop since the USB ports are broken, but wor-

ries that if she plugs it into her new device it will sync automati-

cally to the (empty) iTunes library and that she will lose her mu-

sic. Consequently Becky is planning to purchase a new iPod to 

store her new music. 

“I think I’ll have to get a new iPod, because I think if I plugged 

mine in now all my old music would go […] I don't want to risk 

putting it on my old iPod, I'd rather get a new one for my new 

music and keep my old iPod for all the old music. […] it would 

be annoying because they wouldn't be all, you can't access them 

all at once, you'd have to keep changing iPods” 

Becky is struggling to unite old content with new content. Simi-

larly Richard explains that he is unsure how to unite his iTunes 

library with music purchased from the Google Play Store on his 



phone. Prior work indicates that keeping track of digital posses-

sions across platforms can become problematic [24, 25]. Here, 

participants struggled to move their collections from device to 

device or videogame to videogame, and consequently we ob-

served trapped collections left behind and fragmented collections 

spread across locations. Participants, even ‘digital natives’ such 

as Becky, lacked the technological understanding necessary to 

unite their collections as meaningful wholes.  

Exhibition 

Social scientists have long recognized that in displaying objects 

we both communicate to others aspects of who we are (or would 

like to be perceived to be) and reaffirm our own sense of self. In 

Shankar’s [30] study of record collections, he proposes that rec-

ords (and we might speculate also, books, films and other collec-

tions) may become an archaeological record of our past con-

sumption, telling us something about who we are and who we 

once were, and communicating this information to others. Might 

digital collections serve the same self-reflective and self-presen-

tational purpose? How do people exhibit their digital collections 

to themselves and others?  

Self-Reflection 

Reflection on digital collections in their entirety was largely ab-

sent from participants’ accounts; it seemed that their digital col-

lections often disappeared when not in use. Often these collec-

tions were not stored and displayed in an enduring way that fa-

cilitated easy reflection. For instance, Alice explained that she 

enjoyed browsing her library of material books, sometimes flick-

ing through books and reminiscing. Her book collection repre-

sents her taste in literature, but also holds significant autobio-

graphical value; books she studied at University contain annota-

tions and remind her of a period in her life. Alice’s eBooks, on 

the other hand, were described as disappearing into the depths of 

her Kindle after reading and were rarely reflected upon. 

“I think when I've finished a book on the Kindle, it is probably 

just archived and discarded and I doubt that I'd look at it again, 

whereas I've got loads of bookshelves upstairs with all my books 

on […] I love my books. And I do like going and browsing, like 

sometimes I'll pick up a book that I read say ten years ago and 

re-read it if I remember I really enjoyed it, so I think that's where 

the relationship's different. Although I know what I've got on my 

Kindle I don't view it so much as a possession afterwards, once 

it's been read […] I'd like to have the ability to read it on the 

Kindle just for the ease and practicality, but then I'd like to have 

the actual physical book to put on my bookshelf to keep, and to 

remind me that it's there” 

Consistent with prior work [26, 10], it becomes evident that Al-

ice’s eBooks simply don’t have the presence of her material 

books, which through being stored and displayed prompt acts of 

browsing, reminiscing and reflecting. In contrast, her eBook col-

lection only presents itself when summoned, via an e-reader 

which displays one or a few items at a time. Similarly, Richard 

explained that whilst it is easy to scroll through each car in his 

collection, he has no way to view the entire ‘garage’ as a whole. 

Current design seems to enable easier engagement with single 

digital possessions than collections. It can be difficult to grasp the 

scale of digital collections in their entirety, as they lack the pres-

ence that makes collections ideal candidates for self-reflection. 

Displaying to Others 

Displaying collections to others is key in many accounts of ma-

terial collecting; Belk [4] proposes that when collections are pre-

sented to others the collector is in essence presenting themselves 

for evaluation. Prior research indicates that digital objects may 

communicate meaning to others, expressing skill, status and 

group membership [18]. However, digital objects present both 

challenges and opportunities for display. Hogan [16] illustrates 

that the digital realm may provide opportunities for enduring and 

highly visible exhibitions via social media, however, digital ob-

jects are not always characterized by enduring visibility. Partici-

pants described their material music, book and film collections 

as a talking point amongst friends, but digital collections were 

less socially visible. For instance, Richard had little opportunity 

to show his car collection to others, even when playing online. 

“They can see how many races you’ve won, what level you are 

and whatever else. How much money you’ve got. But they can’t 

see how many cars you’ve got or anything like that. And if you’ve 

downloaded a car that they don’t own it just shows as a stock 

shaped car, it doesn’t show the visual part of it, it’s just a black 

shape driving around” 

Furthermore, Eve notes that where friends can see her collection 

of digital music, her inability to organize and exhibit as desired 

results in a less meaningful or representative display. 

“Every time I open iTunes, say if somebody else is there, they 

can see alphabetically what I've got, but it's not necessarily my 

favourite albums, whereas if I had a way of organising them, so 

like, if my favourite albums came up first, then it'd be more rep-

resentative of the music I like. […] there should be some per-

sonal decisions there about how you display them.” 

Here we see that digital collections not only lack social visibility, 

but where exhibition is possible, lack of curation can make such 

displays less meaningful. Material collections are often dis-

cussed in terms of identity, extending the self and shaping the 

self-definition of a collector [3, 4, 7]. Where digital collections 

are not viewed by oneself or by others they may become less 

clearly interwoven with the collector’s sense of self. 

DISCUSSION 

We shall now consider in turn each of the research questions the 

study sought to answer. Firstly, do people actively collect digital 

objects? Prior research has discussed digital possessions at a 

broader level [24, 25, 26], and we have noted that where the term 

‘digital collection’ is used in HCI it tends to refer to accumulated 

digital ‘stuff’ rather than collections as a distinct phenomenon. 

Digital accumulations may take a variety of forms; from digital 

clutter which simply accrues unintentionally (e.g. emails, 

metadata, browsing histories) to more carefully curated digital 

archives (e.g. folders of photographs and work documents). 

However in this paper we have demonstrated that digital collec-

tions present a distinct type of digital possession. Digital collec-

tions consist of sets of acquired digital objects that are selective, 

have distinct boundaries, are valued for their unity, and are often 



actively added to by the user. However, there are different types 

of digital collection, just as research on material collections 

points to variance. We have identified three kinds of digital col-

lection, which share some, yet not all, of the characteristics of 

physical collections. We have defined these as pursued, evolving 

and emerging, and have shown that collecting practices as well 

as the meaning and value attributed to collections varies across 

these types. Thus, people do actively collect digital objects, and 

distinguishing these digital collections from other digital accu-

mulations moves the HCI community towards a clearer vocabu-

lary for discussing digital possessions.  

Secondly, what might a digital collection consist of? We have 

focused on three examples discussed by participants: digital mu-

sic, digital cars within a videogame and eBooks. However, these 

examples are illustrative rather than exhaustive and our research 

participants identified a broader array of digital objects that 

might be considered collections. Thus, consistent with prior 

work on material collections, we identify collections by the way 

they are experienced by the user and the performance of collect-

ing practices, rather than by particular categories of object. Fur-

ther work might extend the understanding offered here by focus-

ing on specific contexts (quantified self systems, virtual worlds). 

Finally, how might digital collections compare to the material 

collections previously documented? What is clear from this work 

is that individuals can both enjoy and attach importance to their 

digital collections, yet the tools at hand often fail to provide ade-

quate support for the full range of value and meaning that they 

might otherwise derive from them. The analysis presented above 

presents a number of implications for design in support of col-

lecting practices and more valued digital collections. In doing so, 

it extends prior work on how design may enable more meaning-

ful relationships with digital possessions [e.g. 24, 25, 26]. 

A first set of implications relates to practices of acquisition and 

the subsequent value attached to digital objects by users. While 

recommender systems present opportunities for surprise and 

novelty, the nature of acquisition in the digital world means that, 

outside of videogames, there is little opportunity for the challeng-

ing pursuit of digital goods, a factor that has been linked to expe-

riences of mastery, success and competence in material collect-

ing. Making things challenging to acquire by demanding a level 

of skill, knowledge or effort may enhance the value of collections. 

Examples of how this might be accomplished in the digital realm 

include a mobile app developed in a zoo setting, where collecting 

was tied to physically visiting exhibits [27]. Likewise, attending 

a concert could unlock exclusive content on an mp3. Alterna-

tively, design for challenging acquisition could draw on unique-

ness and rarity. For instance, ‘first edition’ eBooks may retain 

unique covers and resist changes to their appearance brought 

about by software updates, developing a dated appearance that 

sets them apart from others and makes visible the fact that the 

collection contains unusual, rare, or difficult to obtain items. 

A second set of implications involves designing more flexible 

tools for managing digital collections, enabling users to mark 

their elevated status by separating them from other possessions 

and to impose their own structures of meaning. Many applica-

tions impose organizational schemes that can undermine individ-

uals’ sense of control over their digital collections, and make it 

difficult for users to organize collected items across applications, 

devices and platforms. The result of this is trapped and frag-

mented collections, which make it difficult for users to maintain 

the entirety of their collections, and their existing order, as they 

shift across technologies. An approach that recognizes the im-

portance of curatorial work in conferring meaning, and the per-

sistence of a whole collection, may increase the stability and en-

durance of digital collections, and enable a greater sense of con-

trol and mastery on the part of the collector. 

Finally, the findings point to the fact that, like physical collec-

tions, digital collections can and do play a role in personal reflec-

tion and public identity. This could be better supported by 

providing ways to view collections in their entirety, and to pro-

duce more enduring, socially visible exhibitions. Crucial here is 

underpinning ways for users to create a public face for their col-

lections, whether this means more visibility in the digital realm, 

or more opportunities for display in the physical world. New 

kinds of displays, appliances, and even wearables could allow for 

the showcasing of collections. In increasing the visibility of dig-

ital collections, we may enrich the personal and public meanings 

they come to hold, and consequently their self-expressive and 

self-reflective value. Furthermore, we build on Odom et al’s [25] 

suggestion that digital patina could be used to signify provenance 

and so play a role in personal reflection. A digital good might 

indicate that, for example, it was downloaded whilst on holiday 

or gifted by a friend, thus building an autobiography of use and 

underpinning a greater level of personal meaningfulness. 

While the recommendations provided so far speak to digital col-

lections in general, we can also draw on the taxonomy we have 

proposed to understand how design might differentially support 

collecting practices for pursued, evolving and emerging digital 

collections. In designing for pursued collections, for instance, we 

could draw on the importance of a clearly defined end goal and 

offer users the option to construct a template for an ideal “set” of 

objects that they hope to acquire. In contrast, evolving collections 

are characterised by a desire for surprise and novelty and might 

benefit from creative recommendations. Furthermore, design 

may have the potential to transition collections between catego-

ries by shaping collection practices. For instance, transition from 

an evolving to a pursued collection might be supported by ena-

bling users to impose clearer boundaries and to envision a perfect 

collection, whereas transition from an emerging to evolving col-

lection could be supported by design for surprise and novelty. 

Furthermore, we may aid recognition of other accumulated pos-

sessions as emerging collections by providing tools for curation 

and exhibition that can help shape their perceived value.  

Conclusion 

This paper advances emerging work on digital possessions 

by defining digital collections as distinct from other types 

of digital accumulations such as digital archives and clutter. 

We use the lens of collecting in the physical world to explore 

how the digital world is different, and how existing tools may 



undermine the value users seek from collections and the drive to 

collect. We highlight the challenge of acquisition, the imposition 

of the user’s own meaning structures, and the potential for self-

expression and personal reflection as key factors that could be 

better supported. Further, our analysis leads us to introduce a tax-

onomy of three distinct types of digital collection which can fur-

ther inform HCI design by facilitating relevant collecting prac-

tices for each type, as well as for transitions between them. 
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